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adaptation to unfavorable conditions manifests in changes in many links of metabolism, that
of proteins included.

We studied effect of cottonseed treatment with T-stimulator on composition and synthesis
of plasma membrane proteins upon chloride salinization by means of the radioisotope
method. Electrophoretic fractionation of cottonseed plasma membrane proteins showed
absence of more than 40 polypeptides with molecular mass from 10 to more than 100 kDa in
the cotton root membranes. Major fractions-polypeptides with molecular mass of 61, 53, 46,
25, 21, 20 and 18 kDa constitute about 50% of the total polypeptide composition.

The salinization significantly affects the total membrane protein output, proportion of
some polypeptides and their synthesis rate. Analysis of phoreogram radioautographs showed
that 2-hour exposition of cotton roots to 35S methionine suppresses synthesis of major
polypeptides with molecular mass of 63, 61 and 53 kDa, that of low molecular polypeptides
(46, 20, 18kDa) increasing. Changes in the proportion of major polypeptides in cotton plasma
membranes, reduction in rate of biosyntesis of high molecular fractions with the general
suppression of label inclusion in the membrane fraction are the evidence for a disturbance in
biosynthesis of some membrane proteins in cotton tissue cells upon salinization.

The inhibiting effect of salinization on the protein-synthenizing system was observed in
plants treated with T-stimulator, but the rate of synthesis in plasma membranes of the treated
plants was found significantly higher. The activation of some plasma membrane proteins
under T-stimulator effect suggests an association with the increase in adaptation of the treated
plants to the disturbing effect of salinization.
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In applied radiology scientists usually use stimulating, mutagenic and inactivating effects
of gamma-radiation.

In this report there are the results of gamma-radiation inactivating effect for radiovaccine
making biotechnology development for veterinary. Inactivation with hamma-irradiation gives
us opportunity to make highly immunogenic vaccines, which cause minimum damage of
antigenic contaminants structure.

With the help of radiative biotechnology we can produce highly effective monoassociated
and polyvalented radiovaccines against the most wide-spread infections disease in agricultural
animals, young animals in particular (calves, lambs, sucking-pigs). These diseases include
such infection diseases as colibacterioses, salmonellosis, pasterellosis, which cause much
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economic damage to stockbreeding i.e. loss of cattle, slow growth of young animal, lack of
offsprings, decrease of reproduction properties.

Monovaccines are used for these disease prophilaxis as well as associated and
polyvalented vaccines.

Taking into consideration the nesessity of vaccine improvement and great amount of
associated vaccines, one of the main problems of veterinary is the development of vaccines of
new generation, which can induce immunity against several diseases in agricultural animals.

That is why, radiative biotechnology of radiovaccines creation was developed and is used
in radiative laboratory of Uzbek Scientific Veterinary Institute (Bulkhanov R.U., 1999, 2001),
«Associated radiovaccine against colibacteriosis, salmonellosis of calves, kids», «Associated
radiovaccine against colibacteriosis and salmonellosis of calves», «Polyvalented radiovaccinc
against pasterellosis, salmonellosis and colibacteriosis in agricultural animals» were
developed with the help of radiative biotechnology and are successfuly used in veterinary
practice.

The advantage of these radiovaccines is that they produce one year immunity and you
need twice less dosage and revaccinations.

More than million of lambs were vaccinated for the last 7-8 years. These vaccines are
successfuly used for calves, sucking-pigs disease prophilaxis.

We are going to receive a patent for two of the above mentioned vaccines.
Using radiative biotechnology we can make vaccines against the most bacterial infections,

contaminants of which grow well on firm medium.
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The Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics (Novosibirsk) and the Institute of Physics and
Power Engineering (Obninsk) have proposed an accelerator based neutron source for neutron
capture and fast neutron therapy for hospital. Innovative approach is based upon vacuum
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insulation tandem accelerator (VITA) and near threshold Li(p,n) Be neutron generation. Pilot
accelerator based neutron source for neutron capture therapy is under construction now at the
Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics, Novosibirsk, Russia. In the present report, the pilot
facility design is presented and discussed. Design features of facility components are
discussed. Results of experiments and simulations are presented. Complete experimental tests
are planned by the end of the year 2005.
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